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Civic leaders are catching on to
what savvy businesses already
understand: diversity and
immigration are opportunities that
can improve prosperity for all.
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When it comes to running a business, maintaining competitive advantage involves adapting quickly to an increasingly diverse employee and consumer base. In the global economy, attracting the
right talent and reaching today’s demographically changing consumer market is imperative. With the Hispanic and Asian markets
in the United States expected to reach a combined $2.5 trillion in
buying power by 2015, strategies that welcome newcomers as employees and customers are a recipe for growth for Fortune 500 businesses and smaller firms alike.1
A growing number of cities today are working to create a more
immigrant-friendly culture.2 From Boston to East Providence, from
Dayton to Salt Lake City, more civic leaders are promoting their
communities as welcoming places that can attract and retain a global workforce and maximize the local economic development and
growth opportunities that newcomers bring.

The Business Case

A growing body of research demonstrates how immigrant-friendly cities can create positive opportunities for all. Immigrants
from across the skills spectrum contribute economically and are
often highly sought after to fill critical gaps in the labor market.3
Immigrants are also more likely to start a business than nonimmigrants. Consider a Fiscal Policy Institute report indicating that
small businesses owned by immigrants employed an estimated
4.7 million people in 2007 and were generating more than $776
billion annually.4
Some studies have correlated increased immigration with increased earnings of American workers. Other research has documented immigrants’ significant purchasing power, which translates into more demand for local consumer goods.5 Moreover, by
helping to balance the ratio of workers to retirees, immigrants
give cities and the nation as a whole a structural advantage over
many trading partners. And immigrants’ home purchases have
helped boost housing prices.6
Although it is more difficult to quantify, immigrants also
contribute to localities through a “diversity advantage”—the potential for greater innovation, creativity, and even cultural renaissance that results when communities and businesses manage diversity well.7
Researcher Richard Florida has written about the diversity
advantage, concluding that “nations that are more accepting of
and better at integrating new immigrants have a higher level of
economic growth and development.”8 In 2007, the U.S. Congressional Budget Office calculated that the fiscal impact of immigrants as a whole is positive, with the tax revenues they generate
exceeding the cost of the services they use.
Research also has shown that over the last two decades, the
metropolitan areas with the fastest economic growth were also the
places with the greatest increase in immigrant share of the labor
force.9 Similarly, a study by Global Detroit found that immigrants
in southeast Michigan “provide enormous contributions to the region’s economic growth.”10

A Movement Grows

More cities are seeing immigrants as offering a competitive edge.11
Take Dayton, Ohio, which made headlines last year with the release
of its Welcome Dayton plan. Dayton city manager Tim Riordan’s
comments reflect why other cities should take note: “Immigrants
are more than twice as likely as other citizens to become entrepreneurs and create jobs. We want to make every effort we can to
not only attract more of these creative and industrious people, but
also to encourage them to stay in our community and plant deep
roots.”12 Welcome Dayton includes strategies aimed at fostering a
welcoming climate and increasing immigrants’ access to the kinds of
services (banking, English classes, and the like) that can help them
contribute at their full potential.

More civic leaders are
promoting their communities
as welcoming places that
can attract and retain a
global workforce and
maximize economic
development opportunities.
Meanwhile in Chicago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced
plans in 2012 to make Chicago the “most immigrant-friendly city
in the world.”
“Throughout its history,” says Adolfo Hernandez, director of
Chicago’s Office of New Americans, “Chicago has benefited from
the immeasurable economic contributions of its immigrant populations, and from the rich fabric of distinct and vibrant neighborhoods they helped to create. … As we build a thriving 21st century
economy, we must work together to attract and retain immigrants
by helping them to succeed and grow in a safe and welcoming city.”
In the Great Lakes region, initiatives such as Global Michigan/Global Detroit are working to revitalize the regional economy
by making the area more welcoming to immigrants, international
residents, foreign trade, and foreign investment. The effort includes
programs to retain international students, microenterprise training
and lending, a network of immigration and social services, attracting foreign investment (for example, through a cultural ambassadors program and ramping up investor visas) and the Welcoming
Michigan initiative, which promotes understanding between native
and foreign-born residents.
Says Welcoming Michigan Director Steve Tobocman, “If Michigan is to compete, we have to welcome the investment, the jobs, the
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workers, and the ingenuity of immigrants and refugees. Welcoming
Michigan is the foundation of a global economic growth strategy to
return prosperity to our state.”13
Cities such as Houston and Boston have similar initiatives.
More recently, Baltimore declared itself a welcoming city and committed to investing in support for immigrants, while ensuring that
long-time residents garnered benefits from new vitality and talent.14
Said Mayor Rawlings-Blake, “It’s about all of us growing and getting
better and being successful together.”15
Since 2009, the nonprofit Welcoming America has been working with a nationwide network of member organizations and partners to promote a welcoming atmosphere—community by community—in which immigrants and native-born residents can find
common ground and shared prosperity. Welcoming initiatives have
been launched in 22 states. Welcoming America has worked with
government leaders in 11 states to pass or issue Welcoming proclamations—formal statements that articulate openness to immigrants
and the need to create a positive climate that benefits the whole
community.16 The proclamations are important steps toward creating more actionable and comprehensive welcoming plans.
In New England, where demographics have changed significantly over the past decade and immigrants account for the majority of population growth, Welcoming initiatives in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Maine are creating a climate that is not only about attracting immigrants, but
about helping them to stay and thrive.17 As Boston’s Mayor Menino
has said, “It is not enough to just welcome immigrants. …We must
make a collective effort to ensure that immigrants feel welcomed.”18
In 2012, governors in Massachusetts and Rhode Island both signed
Welcoming proclamations, and resolutions have passed in Boston,
East Providence, and other communities in the region.
More than ever, efforts like these are a recognition that our
communities are most likely to be economically successful when all
members are welcomed and supported to offer their potential.
Rachel Steinhardt, the deputy director of Welcoming America, is based
in Decatur, Georgia. Contact her at rachel@welcomingamerica.org. See
also www.welcomingcities.org.
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